Double Octafinal Round Results

Kansas BJ Advances without debating
Northwestern FW Advances without debating
Wake Forest GL Advances Over Wake Forest CC

California BP (Aff) defeated Towson JM 4-1 Gordon, Malcolm Matheson Pointer
Northwestern MS (Aff) defeated California BG 4-1 Strauss Osborn *Lee, Ed Anders, Eli Phillips
Towson CL (Neg) defeated Missouri State FW 3-2 Olsen, Kade *Murillo DeLong *Lacy Garner
Harvard BP (Aff) defeated Michigan State BE 3-2 Smith, Ross *Topp Walters Cram Helwich *Clark, Josh
Mary Washington KS (Aff) defeated Whitman CS 3-2 Repko Stables *Keenan Hoe *Stahl, Greta
Emory SW (Neg) defeated West Georgia BS 3-2 *Gonzalez Atchison *Reed, Andrea Thompson, Jacob Klinger
Harvard RS (Neg) defeated Emory MS 3-2 Jordan Chestnut Bruce *Fitzmier *Stevenson, Ron
Harvard JP (Aff) defeated Trinity BE 4-1 Olney, Charles Johnson, Paul *Smith, Brian Morales Herndon, Scott
North Texas CP (Aff) defeated Emory IN 5-0 Paul, Jonathan Perkins Brovero Strange Williams
Southern California JL (Neg) defeated Wake Forest SS 4-1 Heidt Harris Achten Jennings *Hardy
Michigan State AW (Aff) defeated Texas Dallas BR 3-2 Galloway Morris *Crowe Richendrfer *Greenstein
Oklahoma GW (Neg) defeated Michigan LZ 4-1 McBride Petit Turner *Grove Herndon, James
Dartmouth AH (Aff) defeated California BJ 5-0 Holbrook Lundberg, Chris Lundeen, Geoff Russell Hingstman
Octafinal Round Results

Kansas BJ (Neg) defeated Dartmouth AH 6-1 Blank
Crowe
Buntin
Herndon, James
Stahl, Greta
Arnett
*Lacy
Northwestern FW (Aff) defeated Oklahoma GW 4-1 Gordon, Malcolm
Greenstein
*Atchison
Murillo
Olsen, Kade
Wake Forest GL (Neg) defeated Michigan State AW 5-0 Achten
Bauschard
Frappie
Strait
Anders, Eli
California BP (Aff) defeated Southern California JL 5-0 Paul, Jonathan
Phillips
Harrigan
Klinger
Hall, Brad
Northwestern MS (Aff) defeated North Texas CP 4-1 *Cram Helwich
Keenan
Symonds
Stables
Smith, Brian
Towson CL (Aff) defeated Harvard JP 3-2 Petit
Pointer
*Reed, JV
*DeLong
Lundeen, Geoff
Harvard BP Advances Over Harvard RS
Mary Washington KS (Neg) defeated Emory SW 4-3 *Durkee
Jennings
*Watson
Morris
*Chestnut
Strauss
Deatherage

Quarterfinal Round Results

Kansas BJ (Neg) defeated Mary Washington KS 5-2 *Klinger
Fitzmier
*Chestnut
Repko
Hardy
Watson
Northwestern FW (Aff) defeated Harvard BP 7-0 Galloway
McBride
Olney, Charles
Cram Helwich
Hester
Young
Phillips
Wake Forest GL (Aff) defeated Towson CL 3-2 Stevenson, Ron
*Matheson
Hoe
Koehle
*Holbrook
California BP (Aff) defeated Northwestern MS 5-0 Turner
Crowe
Herndon, James
Harris
Hall, Brad

Semifinal Round Results

Kansas BJ (Aff) defeated California BP 3-2 Johnson, Paul
*Gonzalez
Lacy
Heidt
*Klinger
Wake Forest GL (Aff) defeated Northwestern FW 3-2 *Wickersham
Manuel
Atchison
*Repko
Achten

Final Round Results

Kansas BJ (Aff) defeated Wake Forest GL 4-1 Watson
Morris
Repko
*Lee, Ed
Heidt